QUESTIONS ABOUT GROUP PROCESS

1. Did your group work well together? List the strengths and weaknesses.

2. Give your rating of your group effort, based on the ideas of the Rubric? One (1)) is low and ten (10) is high. Justify in a paragraph what specifically added or detracted from your group’s grade.

3. Rate each person in your group /one through ten (1-10) Write out 2-3 sentences for each person as to why you gave the person this grade. The other people in your group will NOT see this, only you will see this.

4. Rate yourself as a group member with @ ten sentences and a 1-10 rating.

5. Answer in @ 10 sentences why or why not you would work with this group again.

6. List five outcomes of your group process. Remember they can be educational, social, introspective etc.

7. If you are asked to do group work again what 5 things would you do better or differently. LIST!

8. Rate the content of what you learned with groups as “teachers”. Explain and rate. (1-10)

9. The content that you learned, or did not learn was predicated (what factors contributed) on what factors? List at least three.

10. By not having a text, besides the money savings what was the effect? List 10 positive effects. List 10 negative effects.
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